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Who Am I?

David Benson

david.benson@smartdata.net

I work at Smart Data, a fun and growing software 
development consultancy in Cincinnati, Dayton, and 
Louisville



What is React?

A view library created by Facebook.

“React is a declarative, efficient, and flexible JavaScript library for building user 
interfaces.” - From React docs

It is a component based view library that emphasizes one-way data flow.

React “core” is rendering implementation agnostic.



Why use React?

Helps manage complexity with one way data flow.

Virtual DOM

Functional Components feel like native JavaScript



Getting started with React

React is designed with Idempotent functions and Immutable objects / values in mind.

Idempotent, adjective

Denoting a operation whose results remain unchanged when an applied more than once - aka stateless.

Immutable, adjective

Unchanging over time or unable to be changed; An object whose state cannot be modified after it is 
created.



How it works...

● UI is broken into components
● Data flows down and events flow up
● Changes data only change parts of that changed.
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So Functional Components, huh?

React has a lot of cool features, but today we will focus on two aspects:

● Functional Components

● Hooks



A History of React
2011 - Jordan Walke creates the earliest version of react for 
internal facebook components

2013 - React is open sourced by facebook and released to 
the world at large

2015 - React native is created

2016 - React introduces class-based components

2018 -  React introduces a Context Api

2019 - React introduces hooks to make functional 
components the recommended way to build functions 

Basically this

Now the world is a better place



Back in the day, things were classy...
class HolnistComponent extends Component {
  constructor(props){
    super(props);
    this.state = { counter: 0 };
  }
  componentDidMount() {
    setState({counter: this.props.counter})
  }
  componentDidUpdate(prevProps, prevState, snapshot){
    setState({counter: this.props.counter})
  }
  shouldComponentUpdate(nextProps, nextState){
    if(prevState.counter != this.state.counter) return true
  }
  render() {
    return (<div>{this.state.counter}</div>)
  }
  componentWillUnmount(){
    //Cleanup component here
  }
}



React more functionally
import React, { useEffect, useState } from 'react'
import { postService } from './postService'

export const PineviewComponent = ({ person, children }) => {
  const [mail, setMail] = useState()
  
  useEffect(() => {
    if (!mail) {
      postService.getMailFor( person ).then(({ data }) => setMail(data.results || []))
    }
  }, [mail, person])

  const mailBag = mail.map(m => (<li>{m.to} - {m.from}</li>))

  return (
      <div>

  <ul>{mailBag}</ul>
        <div>{children}</div>
      </div>
  )
}
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Each render has its own static state and props. useState 
is just providing a static value - no watchers or magic

Each render has its own effects. 

To prevent an effect from running, you can pass a 
list of dependencies. The effect will only run if the 
dependencies have been changed.
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Rules of Hooks (React Magic)

● Only call Hooks at the top level. Don’t call Hooks 
inside loops, conditions, or nested functions.

● Only call Hooks from React function components or 
custom Hooks. Don’t call Hooks from regular 
JavaScript functions.



UseEffect
Provides a place to run code that will produce side effects 
(i.e. be mutable). 

Great for code that needs to be run once, or run as a result of 
side effects.

Effects are run after the browser paints.

If you have a dependency, you should always specify it.

Dependencies:

● undefined - will run every time
● [] - will run only on first render
● [dep1, dep2] - will run only when dependencies 

change

export const MilitiaComponent = () => {
  useEffect(() => {
    const onEscape = () => 
      console.log('Found Postman Uniform')
    window.addEventListener('click', onEscape)
    return () => {
      window.removeEventListener('click', onEscape)
    }
  }, [])

  return <div>Escape from General Bethlehem</div>
}



Three ways to store state functionally

● useState
● useReducer
● Redux
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useState
Allows functional components to use state. 

The most simple way to store state in React

The set<Item> command will replace the state, not merge it.

Setting state is a mutation, and should happen inside of 
event handlers or useEffect hooks. 

export const PostmanComponent = () => {
  const [postman, setPostman] = useState('Kevin 
Costner')

  return <button onClick={() => 
setPostman('Larenz Tate')} />

}



useReducer
React now has pieces of redux built in

UseReducer allows you to use redux-style reducers within 
React’s context sensitive state mechanism.

UseReducer does not have drop in middleware, like 
Thunk.Use reducer is an alternative to useState that lets you 
define a reducer function you can dispatch to change the 
state

import React, { useReducer } from 'react';

function RecruitCarrier() {
  const [sum, dispatch] = useReducer((state, action) 
=> {
    return state + action;
  }, 0);

  return (
    <>
      The Carriers number {sum} strong!

      <button onClick={() => dispatch(1)}>
        Spread the word
      </button>
    </>
  );
}



Three ways to store state functionally

● useState
● useReducer
● Redux
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useContext
UseContext will create a contextual container component 
that can store state that is directly accessible from child 
components.

Context will be destroyed when the component is removed.

Is best for creating larger state objects that only apply to a 
part of the page, or a component that will be torn down later

Less code then redux, so simpler for some circumstances

Creating contexts and modifying contexts can be expensive. 
Changes can force a re-render of all children.

import React, { useState, useContext } from "react";
import ReactDOM from "react-dom";

export const WeatherContext = React.createContext();
export const ContextComponent = ({ children }) => {
  const [weather, setWeather] = useState('snow');
  <WeatherContext.Provider value={
     [weather, setWeather]
  }>{children}</WeatherContext.Provider>
};

export const ChildCompnent = () => {
  const [weather, setWeather] =
    useContext(WeatherContext);
  return <div>
    {weather} will not stay these couriers! 
    <button onClick={() => setWeather('rain')}>
      But what about rain?</button>
    </div>
}

export const AppComponent = () => (
  <ContextComponent>
    <ChildComponent />
  </ContextComponent>
)



UseCallback & UseMemo
React uses referential equality (===) to detect if a component 
has changed. 

When you create an object inside your React function 
component, it will not be referentially equal to the last time 
that same object was defined.

useCallback gives you referential equality between renders 
for functions. 

useMemo gives you referential equality between renders for 
values. useMemo is designed for computationally expensive 
calculations

export const PostmanComponent = () => {
  const [postman, setPostman] = useState('Kevin 
Costner')

useCallback(
  doSomething()
}, [dependencies])

useMemo(
  () => doSomething()
, [dependencies])

  return <button onClick={() => 
setPostman('Larenz Tate')} />

}



Getting started with React

create-react-app has got you covered

Creates a new react application with all tooling in place:

● Webpack with webpack-dev-server for building, bundling, and running the app
● Babel with ES6 and JSX support for compiling down to ES5 to support existing browsers
● Autoprefixer to add vendor tags to css
● ESLint for maintaining code style consistency and checking for possible errors
● Jest for testing



Redux
Redux uses a single object tree to store the state of your 
app.

To change the state tree you emit an action, an object 
describing what happened - aka
            { type: 'DeliverMail' }

To specify how the actions transform the state tree, you write 
reducer functions.

Multiple reducers can be combined with 
combineReducers({reducer1, reducer2, ...})

import React from 'react'
import ReactDOM from 'react-dom'
import { Provider, useSelector } from 'react-redux'

let reducer = (state = { mail: [1,2,3] }, action) => {
  switch (action.type) {
    case 'DeliverMail':
      return {...state, mail: state.mail.slice(1) }
    default:
      return state
  }
}
let store = createStore(reducer)

export const CarrierComponent = () => {
  const mail = useSelector(state => state.mail)
  const dispatch = useDispatch()
  return (<div> 
    <ul>{mail.map(m => <li>m</li>)}</ul>
    <button onClick={() => 
      dispatch({ type: 'DeliverMail' })}>
      Deliver Mail</button></div>)
}
ReactDOM.render(
  <Provider store={store}><App /></Provider>,
  document.getElementById('root')
)



When to use Context vs Redux?

Context is built in, and requires no additional dependencies.

Context will self-clean state when the provider container is destroyed.

Redux allows for partial rerender when specific state is changed - useContext will 
rerender everything during a change.

Redux provides plugins - such as thunk to handle asynchronous operations.

Redux is more performant.



Questions?



More Resources

React Documentation:
https://reactjs.org/docs/hello-world.html

Articles:

https://www.academind.com/learn/react/redux-vs-context-api/

https://overreacted.io/a-complete-guide-to-useeffect/

https://reactjs.org/docs/hello-world.html
https://www.academind.com/learn/react/redux-vs-context-api/
https://overreacted.io/a-complete-guide-to-useeffect/

